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    News in brief

     Photo of the day

KUWAIT: A close-up of the Liberation Tower. —Photo by Yasser Al-Zayyat

KUWAIT: For some, a journey 
through Kuwait is a reminder of a 
nostalgic past, partly because some of 
the building landmarks that dot the 
landscape carry strong memories. The 
Abdul Rahman Al-Husainan House in 
Faiha is one such building that brings 
back such memories for many people 
in Kuwait. While on the outset, it 
looks past its demolishing date with 
cracked walls and peeling paint 
spread over its facade, the trademark 
open air Diwaniya and the Middle 
Eastern styled vestibule reflects of a 
prosperous time not long ago. 

Today, the house has become one 
of the most famous monuments in 
Kuwait, as it has also become a daily 
destination for visitors, because of its 
attractiveness of being built in the old 
style with walls, doors and windows. 

The owners of the house had ini-
tially resolved to destroy the house 
and rebuild it again, but they changed 
their decision as the house brought 

back nostalgic memories for Kuwaitis, 
so the heirs responded to the 
demands of many families and per-
sonalities not to demolish it and to 
preserve the beautiful heritage from 
extinction, because of its material and 
moral values that are precious to the 
Kuwaiti memory. 

Lawyer Ali Abd Al-Rahman Al-
Husainan, the owner of the house, 
says, “Our house was built before 
1960, more than 60 years ago, when 
my father bought it from the previous 
owner, Ghalia Al-Somali, in 1967. 

Looking at the interiors of the build-
ing, Al-Husainan reviewed the compo-
nents of the house, and said that - “the 
building system of the house is old and 
it is spacious and open, as the sun 
enters it during the day and the air cir-
culates in it, but it is flawed, in the sense 
that the external air particles, like dust 
affects it.” 

On the possibility of the place 
being a museum for visitors, Al-

Husainan said, “Many people have 
appealed to the National Council 
for Culture, Arts and Letters, to 
preserve this house as a heritage 
landmark to be a place for new 

generations, to know the nature of 
the people of Kuwait and their pre-
vious lives.”  

—Mahmoud Zakaria  
(Researcher in Heritage)

Through the doors  
of a Kuwaiti home

Defense Minister  
inspects Doha port 

 
KUWAIT: The Public Relations department at the 
Ministry of Interior has announced that the Deputy 
Prime Minister, Acting Interior Minister, Minister of 
Defense, Sheikh Talal Al-Khaled along with the 
head of Kuwait Customs, Sulaiman Al-Fahad among 
others, have inspected Doha port, where they 
reviewed procedural operations and ensured the 
correctness of inspection procedures for inspecting 
cargo, in order to stop smuggling illegal substances. 

“Workers in the port have an important role in 
cooperating with government departments, like in this 
case, as it’s important to keep pursuing a common goal 
which is to stop smugglers and reduce smuggling 
which hurts our national security,” Al-Khaled added. 

He said “The reason for the visit is to encourage 
and increase confidence of the employees in order 
to stop the spread of illegal substances,” he said. KUWAIT: Sheikh Talal Al-Khaled inspects procedures at Doha Port. KUWAIT: Sheikh Talal Al-Khaled discusses inspection procedures with officials at Doha Port.

CSC to start its  
new hiring phase 
 
KUWAIT: The Civil Service Commission (CSC) will 
begin its second phase of Kuwaitization in the govern-
ment sector once the national assembly elections are 
over. “After the elections, the CSC, after the appointment 
of the new head, Issam Al-Rubayaan, will begin filling 
vacant positions with Kuwaiti employees after appointing 
an undersecretary and providing their name to the 
Cabinet and at the same time, new managers will be 
employed in vacant positions in the commission, after 
some heads were forced to retire previously,” sources 
told Kuwait Times. “The second phase includes two deci-
sions - the first will be the supervision of government 
departments that have not nationalized its department 
completely - a request made five years ago, because 
either they are not meant for national candidates or expa-
triate workers are needed,” sources added. Meanwhile, 
the head of the civil service commission, Dr Issam Al-
Rubayaan has started his tenure with an inspection visit 
to the CSC departments, as he listened to ideas and sug-
gestions on Thursday. “Our priorities include the 
Kuwaitization of the CSC, remove paper contracts and 
make procedures simpler, as a new strategy will be pro-
vided soon regarding the human development of national 
staff,” Al-Rubayaan said during a press conference. 
 
 
Indian Embassy to hold 
‘Namaste Kuwait’ event 
 
KUWAIT: Embassy of India, Kuwait, in collaboration 
with Indian Community Support Group (ICSG), will 
organize a record-breaking event titled ‘Namaste 
Kuwait’ to celebrate 75 Years of India’s independence 
(Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav) on Friday, Sept 23, 2022 from 
8am to 8pm at the Embassy premises, Daeya Diplomatic 
enclave. During the event under the theme ‘75 Art 
Forms- 750 Minutes,’ 75 art forms of India will be pre-
sented in which more than 750 artists will feature. The 
artists will perform continuously without a break for 750 
minutes. Diverse art forms from all over India will be 
showcased during the event, illustrating the rich Indian 
heritage and commemorating the glorious 75 years of 
independent India, according to a press release issued 
by the Indian Embassy. The event will be held at the 
Embassy auditorium from 8am to 8pm in hybrid mode - 
virtual and offline. Links for the live-streaming of the 
event will be shared on Embassy’s official social media 
handles. Due to the limited seating available, entry for the 
offline event will be on a first-come-first-entry basis. 
Civil ID will be mandatory to attend the offline event at 
the Embassy’s auditorium, the release added. 
 
 
Electricity minister   
announces new jobs 
 
KUWAIT: The minister of public works, electricity, water 
and alternative power, Ali Al-Mousa has announced on 
Thursday the availability of jobs for nationals within the 
frame of the Kuwaitization process within the electricity 
ministry. “Employment should cover all regulations 
according to the legal systems in place and applicants 
must have accredited degrees from the ministry of higher 
education and provide all documents online as nomination 
processes will all be online,” the ministry announced. 
 
 
PAM receives Nepalese, 
Tanzanian ambassadors 
 
KUWAIT: The acting head of the Public Authority of 
Manpower (PAM), Dr Mubarak Al-Azmi, received the 
ambassador of Nepal, Durga Prasad Bhattarai and the 
Tanzanian ambassador, Saeed Musa expressing his wel-
come for the two ambassadors.”We hope to increase our 
cooperation in bringing skilled workers from the two 
countries to work in Kuwait,” Al-Azmi said. “The PAM is 
spending great effort in organizing the workforce for the 
purpose of economic development, which will benefit both 
countries and the work force,” he added. “It is important 
that we ensure legal protection for our workers to ensure 
a stable working environment.” 


